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Abstract

Photoelectron spectroscopy beamline based on a toroidal grating monochromator (TGM) is recently commissioned

on Indus-1 storage ring. It has been used to carry out valence band photoemission study of Li substituted NiO. In this

paper initially a brief description of the beamline components and the experimental station for angle integrated

photoemission experiment is presented. The later part of this paper is devoted to studies carried out on LixNi1�xO with

x ¼ 0:0, 0.35 and 0.5 samples. Thin pellets of polycrystalline samples were used for the measurements reported here.

Valence band spectra recorded on polycrystalline LixNi1�xO samples show drastic changes in various features as

compared to that of pure NiO. The prominent changes are: (i) change in the relative contributions of Ni-3d and O-2p

emissions, (ii) change in the peak position of Ni-3d from the top of the valance band of NiO and (iii) no notice-

able change in the Ni satellite peak. These results are evaluated in terms of earlier findings in pure and low Li

doped NiO.
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1. Introduction

Taking into consideration requirements of the
Indian user community and the most abundant

photon flux available from Indus-1, it was decided

to design and construct a beamline in the energy

range of 10–200 eV as well as a corresponding

photoelectron spectrometer. In this energy region,

the choice of monochromator is mainly restricted

to: (i) spherical grating monochromator; (ii) plane

grating monochromator and (iii) toroidal grat-

ing monochromator. Even with this limited choice,
the number of different optical configuration of

beamlines that have been used is still large. The

selection of particular optical arrangement for a

beamline primarily depends on the application for

which beamline is intended. For photoelectron

spectroscopy study of the solids, the basic re-

quirements are good photon flux at the sample and

moderate resolution. Toroidal grating monochro-
mator (TGM) fulfils both these requirements very

well. In addition a single motion of the grating is

required to scan the wavelength. Looking at these
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advantages, a TGM based beamline for photo-

electron spectroscopy study has been designed [1]

for use on Indus-1 synchrotron source which is a

450 MeV electron storage ring [2]. The assembled
beamline along with its workstation has been

commissioned at one of the bending magnet ports

of Indus-1. After commissioning the beamline first

valence band and core level spectra of Ag and Pt

were recorded successfully on 9 November 2000.

Several experiments were then performed on dif-

ferent samples using this beamline to test the per-

formance of the beamline [3].
Recently, using this beamline we have carried

out valence band (VB) spectroscopic studies on Li

substituted NiO in order to investigate modifica-

tions to the VB due to the substantial substitution

of Li (35% and 50%) at Ni site. Interest in this type

of substitution arise from the fact that we have

carried out extensive investigation on this system

to resolve the controversy related to structure and
magnetism [4,5]. Apart from this, considerable

efforts are given by various groups in the recent

years to understand intriguing physical properties

in this series of materials [6] which has techno-

logical importance as well in terms of Li batteries.

These physical properties and the resulting con-

cepts are closely related to the nature of the va-

lence band. Earlier electron spectroscopic studies
has shown that NiO is a charge transfer insulator

and Li substitution (P 2%) pin the fermi energy

[7,8]. In addition to this, X-ray absorption studies

has indicated that Li substitution creates hole in

O-2p and not in Ni-3d maintaining the charge

transfer characteristics [8]. However, to the best of

our knowledge valence band study of Li substi-

tuted (Li P 35%) NiO is not reported in the lit-
erature. In this context, our interest is to verify

whether the conclusion drawn for valence band in

low Li (6 20%) doped NiO [9] can be extended to

the highly Li ( P 0.35) doped NiO samples. The

energy range of present beamline is suitable to

carry out the proposed study.

In this paper, we describe the main elements of

the beamline in first section and then the results
related to valence band spectroscopic studies car-

ried out on LixNi1�xO samples with x ¼ 0:0, 0.35

and 0.5 using this beamline are presented in Sec-

tion 2.

2. Beamline description

The optical design of the beamline has been
discussed earlier [1,3] and an outline is given here.

The beamline consist of a pre-mirror to focus the

incident radiation, a monochromator to select the

wavelength of interest and a post-mirror to focus

the monochromatic beam onto the sample. Vari-

ous physical constraints such as the length of

front end, shielding wall thickness, etc. restrict the

placement of first mirror to 4 m from the tangent
point. This mirror, which is toroidal in shape, ac-

cepts radiation over a horizontal acceptance angle

of 10 mrad and a vertical acceptance angle of 2.5

mrad. The angle of incidence at the mirror is

around 4.5� giving a deviation of 9� after reflec-

tion. The reflected beam is brought to focus at a

distance of 2 m from the centre of the mirror where

an entrance slit is located. The pre-mirror illumi-
nates the entrance slit by 2:1 demagnification of

the source. The toroidal grating monochromator

(Jobin Yvon) has a three gratings (size 90 mm�
30 mm) and it operates at constant vertical devi-

ation of 162�. Three gratings having groove

density 1800, 600 and 200 are used to cover

wavelength from ranges 60–180, 180–540 and 540–

1600 �AA, respectively. The gratings can be brought
into working position without breaking the vac-

uum, and can be scanned in the position around a

vertical axis passing through the grating. The

monochromatic light is focused on an exit slit kept

at 2636 mm from the grating centre. The beam

aperture is mounted in the entrance arm of the

monochromator chamber before the grating

chamber to avoid reflected stray light reaching the
optical components and hence ultimately to the

sample. The entrance and exit slit assemblies are

located at foci of the pre-mirror and TGM, re-

spectively. Both the slits are identical and have

horizontal as well as vertical adjustment. In verti-

cal direction motions are continuous from 0 to 1

mm whereas in horizontal direction the slits height

is adjustable in four discrete steps viz. 0.4, 0.8, 1.5
and 3 mm. The beam passing through the exit slit

falls onto the post-mirror, which is also toroidal

in shape. This mirror is kept at a distance of

990 mm from the exit slit and at a same dis-

tance from post-mirror a sample in experimental
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chamber is located. The deviation produced by

post-mirror is 9� so that the beam striking the

sample is parallel to the beam emanating from the

source. Post-mirror produces a magnification of

unity with the result that the spot size of the final

image on the sample is a replica of the exit slit.

Both the mirror chambers along with mirror
mount system are fabricated indigenously. The

details of this mirror mount system and chamber

are described elsewhere [10].

To avoid contamination of the optical compo-

nents and to make beamline compatible with the

storage ring the base pressure in the entire beam-

line is kept better than 1 � 10�9 mbar. A combi-

nation of sputter ion pump and turbo pump
backed with scroll pump at appropriate locations

along the length of beamline are used to maintain

the required vacuum.

The experimental station of this beamline is an

angle integrated photoelectron spectrometer,

which was designed and fabricated indigenously

[3]. This consists of (1) 180� hemispherical analy-

ser, (2) the experimental chamber with in situ
heating and cooling arrangement of the sample

mounted on XYZ sample manipulator, (3) sample

preparation chamber equipped with quick load-

lock magnetic sample transfer system, ion gun for

controlled etching of the sample and diamond file

type scraper; and (4) the associated electronics and

the data acquisition system. A photograph of

complete beamline installed on Indus-1 storage

ring is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Valence band spectroscopy study on Li doped
NiO

Samples used in the present investigation are

prepared by solid-state route and characterized by

Rietveld refinement of powder X-ray diffraction

data [4,5]. Thin pellets of polycrystalline NiO,

Li0:35Ni0:65O and Li0:5Ni0:5O were used for the

measurements reported here. Good electrical con-
tact was ensured with grounded sample holder by

silver paste. Samples were repeatedly scraped and

spectra were recorded under ultra high vacuum

condition. The spectra reported in this article are

recorded at photon energy of 134 eV since highest

photon flux is available at this energy with present

beamline. Fig. 2(a) shows the experimental valence

band spectrum of NiO. For comparison calculated
total density of states (DOS) of NiO using LMTO

calculations [11] is given in Fig. 2(b). It is clear

from Fig. 2(a) and (b) that in measured spectrum

of pure NiO there is no distinct separation in Ni-

3d and O-2p emission as seen in calculated DOS

Fig. 1. Photograph of complete beamline installed on Indus-1 storage ring.
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spectrum. However, one can achieve good agree-

ment between two spectra if one shift the �d-part�
of calculated DOS by about 1.5 eV to larger

binding energy as reported by H€uufner [9]. This is

used as a guideline for identification of structures
in the measured spectrum. Moreover, experimen-

tal spectrum shows additional peak around 9 eV,

which is due to Ni 3d7 satellite [12]. Calculated

DOS spectrum does not show such satellite peak.

It is known that single electron DOS calculation

does not reveal satellite structure. If, on the other

hand, one uses a cluster for the excitation spec-

trum of NiO, this calculation gives a 3d7 satellite at
9 eV below the Fermi energy [13]. The positions of

O-2p and Ni-3d satellite peak in measured spectra

were confirmed by varying the photon energy (40–

70 eV) around the corresponding resonance con-

ditions. These results are not shown here and will

be reported elsewhere. Fig. 3 shows the experi-

mental and fitted valence band spectra of pure and

Li substituted NiO samples. Each spectrum clearly

exhibits following three contributions. (1) The

prominent structure in the observed spectrum with

smallest binding energy is due to the Ni-3d emis-

sions (Peaks I and II), (2) this is followed in
binding energy by emission out of O-2p band

(peaks III and IV), (3) the prominent feature about

9 eV below the top of Ni-3d emission is due to the

Ni satellite peak (peak V). While fitting the spectra

a pseudo-Voigt peak profile function is used. For

pure NiO (Fig. 3(a)) respective peak positions

matches well with reported data [7,9]. In this case,

ratio of area under Ni-3d and O-2p peak is 1.6:1.
This ratio has a significance only for estimating

roughly the relative density of states and to com-

pare the same with doped samples. The valence

band photoemission spectra of Li0:35Ni0:65O and

Fig. 2. (a) Measured valence band and (b) calculated DOS

spectrum of pure NiO.

Fig. 3. Measured valence band spectrum of (a) pure NiO; (b)

Li0:35Ni0:65O; (c) Li0:5Ni0:5O samples.
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Li0:5Ni0:5O are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respec-

tively. These spectra show clear difference from

that of pure NiO case; however, overall features in

the spectra of two heavily doped samples are
similar as far as the peak positions are concerned.

Though there are changes in intensity of O-2p

peak, the fitted spectra for these two samples show

that the ratio of area under the Ni-3d peak to that

of O-2p peak is reduced to about 1.2:1. This shows

that Li substitution even upto 50% has not re-

duced the Ni-(DOS)/O(DOS) in that proportion

indicating that this substitution has created a
substantial amount of holes in O-2p state con-

firming a charge transfer nature of the system. In

addition to this the Ni (3d) peak positions have

shifted towards lower binding energy by about 0.5

eV and there is no observable shift in O-2p part of

the spectrum. This is in agreement with earlier

studies carried out on low Li doped NiO samples

[9]. It has been shown that the change in the var-
ious peak position and fermi energy gets saturated

for Li doping beyond 2%.

Thus the present study shows that the conclusion

drawn from various electron spectroscopy studies

and X-ray absorption study on low Li doped

samples are also valid for high Li doping. The ob-

served shift of 0.5 eV in Ni-3d peak position may be

attributed to the metallic character given to nickel
by Li doping. This is also corroborated by our

earlier work on conductivity measurement on these

samples [5] showing reduction in average band gap.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion our measurement show that even
with heavy doping of Li the O-2p and Ni-3d peak

positions remain unchanged. Our analysis show

that the Li doping creates hole in O-2p, confirming

earlier conclusion drawn on low Li doped samples.

These results clearly demonstrate the capability of

present beamline to carry out good quality

photoemission experiments.
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